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.{'BSTRACT The main purpose of this paper is to examine validity and applicability of
a spatial computable general equilibrium (SCGE) model by comparing the results obtained
jom an application of the SCGE model with the observed data, the Japanese nine-region
:terregional input-output table. In SCGE modeling trade models play a key role. This paper
:.1'o pays a special attention to the integration of spatial and economic concepts of tansport
::o an equilibrium framework. We show the two basic approaches to model transport sector,
a hich generate an equivalent input-ouput table. After addressing a unified approach
:cnnecting these two approaches, we show the testing results of the performance of the SCGE
rodel developed by Miyagi and Honbu.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transport infrastructure is seen as an essential prerequisite for economic
:evelopment. While there is still interest in the effect of new or improved
:ansportation systems, governments are concerned with the cost of providing and
:aintaining infrastructure when there are pressures to reduce public expenditure.
liis requires govemments or planners to give rigorous explanations of the

=quirements of the infrastructure, which in turn implies a need for a more accurate

-sessment of the wider economic benefits.
Many of the traditional approaches have looked at the impact of individual

:fustructure projects on the regions directly affected. However, a major change in
:e interregional transport system will exert an influence on national and regional
::onomies in various ways. There are of course several models available for dealing
.:th specific aspects of economy-wide effects of transportation. They may be
:lassified as the multisectoral, multiregional, endogenous-price, and general
*uilibrium models. However, none of these approaches fully captures the sort of
:ianges in which the spatial question affects the overall, regional or national, and
:ultisector-performance of the economy (see, for example, Nijkamp, Rietvelt and
S:ickars, 1984, 1987;' Rietvelt, 1989; JCJM van den Bergh et al., 1996 for useful
:.s:ussions and surveys.) It seems to be common knowledge amongst regional
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scientists that from a general economy-wide perspective, the only availab.:
approaches are spatial computable general equilibrium (SCGE) or multiregion:-
CGE SCGE models can consider quantity and price adjusfrnents within a consistr:
multiregional accounting framework and do not suffer from any of the drawback ::
the traditional approaches.

The aim of this paper is to examine the validity and applicability of a spatiz-

computable general equilibrium model by comparing results from an application ;:
the SCGE model with actual data. Large-scale investment in transport lou'er,.

transport costs, thereby lowering the supply prices of various commodities an:
stimulating consumer demand. They in their turn change interregional trade pattemi
This implies that trade models play a key role in SCGE modelling. This paper pa1:

special attention to the integration of spatial and economic concepts of transport inr
an equilibrium framework. We start with a prototype model of CGE with emphas:s

on computational aspects, followed by two basic approaches to model the transpc:
sector in the framework of SCGE. Then, we address a more sophisticated approac:
to describing the behaviour of a transport sector in order to derive a gravity type c:
interregional trade model. In the final section, we discuss the results of a SCGE

model, where the performance of the SCGE model developed by Miyagi and Honb'.:
(1993) is tested by using the 1985 interregional input-output data for Japan, dividec
into nine regions: Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kanto, Chubu, Kinki, Chugoku, Shikoku
Kyusyu and Okinawa.

2. OUTLINE OF CGE

A computable general equilibrium (CGE) is a common starting point fo:
constructing a SCGE model. CGE and Applied General Equilibrium share the same

meaning. They are operational or empirical general equilibrium models that can be

used to provide quantitative analysis of economic policy problems (Dixson et a/..
1992; van den Bergh et a1.,1996). In this section we outline the basic framework o:
CGE with the two-good-two-factor case. The next section illustrates how this
specific model can be extended to include the tansportation sector. In the followine-
a single, representative consumer (a single household) is assumed. Much of the
discussion in this section is taken from Shoven and Whalley (1992).

Consumer equilibrium

Consumer commodity demand can be derived from the first-order condition of
the utility-maximization problem

2

max U(Cr,Cr) s.t. I p,C,=wL + rK

where C,, L, K denote commodity demand and factor endowments for the consumer,
P i, w, r are the corresponding commodity and factor prices. Assuming that the

utility function is strictly quasiconcave and differentiable implies that the solution
to ( I ) is homogeneous to degree zero in prices.
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Producer equilibrium

We consider two industries, each with linear homogeneous production frrnctions

X, = Xr(L, Kr)

Cost-minimisation behaviour yields factor demands

L, = Lr(w,r,Xi), K, = Kr(w,r,Xr)

which are homogeneous to degree zero in factor prices.

Excess demands

C,(P,w,r)-X, < 0

2

Ex,{w,r,xr\ -K < o
jlt
E L,1n,r,X,) - L s o

tt
'l=l

Effic ie nt mar k et pr icin g

If the output of indusfiryT is positive then a zero-profit condition prevails; that
:-
-s-

p jC j = wlr(w , r, xr') + rKr(w , r, Xr)

Walras'law

E P,(X, - C,) * w(E L, - L) * r(E X, - n
j=ltttj=tj=l'

The dimensionality of the solution space in this model can be reduced to the number
of factors of production. The steps involved are as follows:

:. Determine the cost-minimising factor demands per unit of outputT given factor
prices,

L, K.1=a.,(w,r,l), *=9,{r,r, 1); i=1,2x'xtl

Compute commodity prices as functions of r and w using the zero-profit
conditions:

pj = ,o.r(w,r,l) +rBr(w,r, l) i i =1,2
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3. Individual commodity demands can be given as:

C, = X,(rr(w,r'1 ,pr(w,r)'S; i =1,2

4. Calculate output quantities that meet market demands

Xr(w,r) = C,(w,r)| i =1,2

and calculate derived factor demands as

Lr(w,r) = ttr(w,r)Xr(w,r); i=1,2

K,(w,r) = li(w,r)x.,(w,r'); i =1,2

5. Aggregate excess factor demands are given as

2

Zr=ELr(w,r)-L
j;,

z* = EK,(w,r)-K
j=l

6. In comparing equilibria an aggregate measure of welfare, Hicksian equivalent
variation, EZ is used.

EY = YI -YO -TE(P"U\ -E(P"U\]

where Yo , Y' denote the income of consumers in period 0 and l, respectively, and

E(p,LD the expenditure function.
A variety of applications of CGF is illustrated in Shoven and Whalley (1992) and

Whalley (1985). Ichikawa (1991), Kuroda (1989) and others demonstrate its
application to the Japanese economy.

3. SIMPLE PROTOTYPE SCGE MODELS: TIIE INTEGRATION OF
SPATIAL AI\D ECONOI\{IC CONCEPTS OF TRANSPORT

3.1 Two Basic Approaches

Differences in market prices between any pair of destinations reflect differences
in transport costs. If local producers do not take market prices as given, price
differences may also reflect some degree of price discrimination. In this case,

market prices increase more or less proportionally to transport costs, as the distance
from the producer's location grows (Greenhut, Norman and Hung, 1987).

Spatial price discrimination can be interpreted in either of two (effectively
equivalent) ways. It occurs either as freight absorption by the producing sector or,

equivalently, as the producer changing different production prices to consumers at

different locations. The first approach may be called the horse truck model (or the
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so-called iceberg model). von Thunen (1542) illustrates this type of primitive
transportation technology by a horse truck example where a farmer ships his
agricultural products from the firm to the CBD by horse while the horse eats some
of the load. In electrical and hydraulic circuits the same phenomenon is observed,
flows encounter "resistance" which requires the expenditure of "energy" (the
associated cost). Therefore, an additional amount of product must be sent to demand
sites to meet the demand there. The second interpretation is the so-called supply and
demand pool concept where all flows of a particular commodity are treated as being
routed via a supply pool in the region of production and a pool in the region of
absorption (Moses,1955; Chenery,1953): No direct link exists between producers
and consumers (intermediate or final users of a specific commodity). This pooling
approach explicitly recognises that products of the same sector from different
regions are likely to be more readily substitutable for each other than are products
of different sectors, and corresponds to the Armington assumption. We show a frade
model based on the second approach in the next subsection.

Now we show two basic approaches to integrate the hansport sector into the
framework of SCGE. In the first approach, the transport sector is not explicitly
treated, being based on the iceberg assumption. The second approach recognises the
transport sector and takes its behaviour into account. We show that in spite of
different starting points, the two approaches reach the same conclusion.

Kanemoto and Mera (1985) propose a simple general-equilibrium model (called
the KM model) linked to the iceberg concept, to examine several economic issues
associated with the benefit evaluation of a large transportation project. They
:ormulate a two-region model where each region specialises in the production of one

1pe of commodity. The production in the other region is used as an intermediate
rput and as one of the consumption goods. Factors of production are assumed to be
Axed and suppressed in the production function. Although one region produces only
rne commodity, it is assumed that each region consumes both commodities. The
-cond approach is the one proposed by van den Bergh and Nijkamp (1996) (called
te BN model). In the BN model a further factor is introduced; a single household
:onsumes two commodities; the fnst commodity production sector is located in the

=me place as the household sector, thus, no transportation is required to move a
frnal good from sector I to the household sector. Another difference between these
iu'o models is that while the mill pricing is supposed in the KM model, the BN
:odel assumes the CIF pricing.

We start with the BN model, but the transport cost assumption is slightly
:iranged from the original to make for an easier comparison of the two approaches.

Region I
R.egion 2 M,
Transport) (Mr)

:actor Input L1

M2

(Mr)

L,

cl
c2

(Cr)

xl
x2

(MiM2+C2)

u

Relation in the BN Model (Quantity Base)
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Table I shows the quantitative input-output relation corresponding to the BN mode.

Notice that since the transport sector only moves goods from one place to anothe:
there is no contribution to the real production ofgoods.

The general equilibrium systems in the BN model are described as follows:

Consumer equilibrium

maxU(C,Cr) ,.t. i Q,C,=Y r.
,=l

Here q, denotes the CIF price of final goods i paid after transportation.

Producer equilibriam

max [- = p,X,-wL,-pr,M, S.t. Xi -- Xi(Li,Mi) r]

where Mi, Xi(Li,M) (i =1,2) represent intermediate goods imported from ti:
other region , zrnd p pr the CIF price upon delivery of intermediate inputs. Assumin3
a linear transportatioh cost functiont, we can write the transportation costs of expor:-.

fromregioni toregionTas (ti- l)Mj (i * t),where (t, - l) isthetransportationcc':
per unit quantity and r, is called the transportation factor. For regionT U # D r:
obtain M, regionimust send t,M, ofthegoods, since (ti-l)M) disappears intb:
process of transportation. Thus, the CIF prices of intermediate goods M, and ft:
final goods C, are represented by

PMt Pj+Pj(tj-l) = Pfi 0 *i)

4z = Pz*P2Gz-l) = Pztz

Transportation sectot

222
max II. =P..8(ru,-pj)Mi*(4r-p)Cr-nL, s.t. EM,*C, XrG) G

i=L j =i r=l

where Xr(L) is the production tunction of the transport sector with .L, being an

input, labour factor.

Market clearing conditions

Cr+Mr=X, Cr+Mr=X, Lr*Lr+Lr=L (5r

All earnings flow to the single household. Thus, the income of the household can

be described as:

t In the original paper by Bergh and Nijkamp (1996), a uniform tansportation cost is
assumed and SPE conditions in transport costs are imposed on equilibrium conditions:
Delivered prices are equal to the sum ofproducer prices and transport costs. ln the present

context, SPE conditionsare pMt= pi+p7, Qz = pz+p., where p. denotes transport cost.

(-1
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Table 2. Table in the BN Model
onsumpuon

t49

R.egion I
Re*eion 2

Transport

iactor

PzMr
pr(tr-l)M,

wLr

PtMz

p,(tsl)M,
wLz

4rCr

4zCz

pr(tr'l)C,

P8,
P{z
Pro

wLr
lput

= P, = pr(tr-l)Mt * pr(tr-l)Mz * ortr-|1c,

Y =w(Lr*Lz*Lr)*[,*4*[. (6)

The resulknt input-output table is shown in Table 2. It ensures that Walras' law
:.-'ids. Walras'law is an important basic check on any equilibrium system: if it does
::: hold, a misspecification is usually present since the model of the economy in
: -estion violates the sum of individual budget constraints (Shoven and Whalley,
i^J'\

The KM model does not explicitly take the transport sector into account. The
::rket clearing conditions of the KM model are given as:

C, + trM, = X, trC, * trM, = X, (7)

---e equation (7) is rewritten in the well-known linear system of input-output
{itions:

:r
X = TIX + TcC (8)

r::re Ir T , are the transportation factors of intermediate goods and of the final
r':.:tii. respectively , and A is the technology coefficient matix with elements defined

i' '."r| {Mj/xjl,0 + i). The market clearing conditions in the KM model are
r -marised in Table 3. Since each region's production sector creates a burden for
:c :ansportation of its own production, the exportation of goods from region I to
--i:n 2. and vice versa, includes transport itself.

Table 3. Input-Output Relations in the KM Model ( Base)

[] l: ;lt:, i'l[].[ ;]F;l

i:::on I
;:.::on 2
:=rr lnput

ttMz

tzM,

L' L"

cl
hC,

xl
x2
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Table 4. Input-Output Relation with Segrated T Sector in the KM Model

Region I
Region 2

Transport

Factor Input

hMr
(tst)M,

L1

trMz

(trr)M,
L,

cl
hCz

(h-t)c'

xl
xz
Ti

Lr
#: T = (t2-l)M | + (tr-l)M, + (tr-l)C,

Ifthe transport sector is segregated, the input-output relation must be changed

as shown in Table 4. Taking the price system into account, we have the same table
as the one depicted in Table 2. Thus, the KM model calculates a similar economic
equilibrium as the one described by the BN model. However, it must be emphasised

that in the KM model (equivalently, the iceberg model) the transport sector is nol
explicitly treated as one of the economic profit-making sectors.

The computation procedure stated in the previous section can be used to obtain
equilibrium prices and quantities in the BM model, by changing steps 2 and 4. These

steps may be modified to reflect the multiregional CGE character as follows:

2. Compute commodity prices:

pj = *ar(w,l) +tipiaij i i =1,2, i =1,2 (i+i)

4. Calculate output quantities that meet market demands

X = Ty'X+TcC

3.2 An Interregional Trade Model

The horse truck or iceberg model cannot provide any information on the
structure of the transportation factors because it is not based on any economic
perspective of the transport sector's behaviour. Therefore it cannot measure the
impact of improvements in fransportation services or technology. The national CGE
models almost invariably employ the Armington specification for modelling foreign
trade. The idea has been generalised in a straightforward fashion in the multi-
regional or multinational CGE models. The Arminglon specification is based on the
heterogeneity of goods from different origins, and results in a kind of logistic (or
gravity-type) model which realises cross-hauling trade. Miyagi and Honbu (1993,
1996) propose an interregional trade model utilising a CES production function
which is consistent with the BN model described by the profit maximisation problem
(a). The interregional trade model in the MH (Miyagi-Honbu) model is outlined as

follows.
For the purpose of simplicity, we consider only one commodity which is sent

from various locations, say, r = 1,2,...R to a specific location s, where it is first
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merged into a demand pool, and then delivered to intermediate or final users. For
comparison with the previous specification, we assume that intermediate good M"
is required in location s to produce X,. Th" precise choice of locational goods X,,
is determined by profit maximisation subject to CES production technology for
transportation:

max II.(x) = puM, -Eq,"x^

where 4," denotes the user price of X,, and p the substitution parameter. Typical
examples of the user price are defined by

Q,, = Prexp(n,r) =Pr(l +no) (10)

so that the resultant cost function is leaner and more homogeneous with respect to
commodity prices. Parameters 1," denote ad valorem rates of transport costs or
margins. Given the {pu,M"}, maximisation problem (9) is transformed into a
minimisation problem.2

The behavioural model formulated above generates the following transport
demand and cost functions for one unit of production in region s by putting M, = 1

in (9):

(1 la)

Xr, = lr"*f -"n;pf

*'here o = I /(l -p) and 0, denote the elasticity of substitution for importing regions
and calibration parameters, respectively. Equation (l la) provides us with an
,daptable form for the statistical estimation of the elasticity of transport o. Since the
so-called trade conditions between regions r and s, pu/p, can be assumed to be
:onstants for the interregional I-O data available, a regrrJssion analysis can be used
:r estimate o. Putting a unit price pu on the composite goods by a unit-cost
:unction c(e1r,42r,...,4rr,...,Qpr,I) enaSles demand for locational goods to be
:btained by differentiating c(q, t) with respect to the price of the commodity in

(1 ib)

and

I

Pu = [ru",: "io' [r I

(12)

: When the constraints are replaced by the total supply and demand at each location, this
:roblem becomes the well-known Hichcock-Koopmans transportation problem, which
:Cuces the SPE equilibrium condition. The solution to these problems, however, leads to a
-drer unrealistic outcome: each location can only either import or export, and even then, only
.id a few other locations. Kim (1990) intoduced the entopy constraint to represent the level
:: regional commodity flow crosshauling.
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l

(13- _ dc(g,l) _,r - ----- -
ODtl

o,te J'-o Pu

i o,{4,")'-o 
P'

r=1

Equation (13) may be called a trade function, which is different from the usua.

trade coefficient in the sense that it is a function of both transport costs anc
production prices. It should be noted that while (1i) describes transport demands ir
terms of quantity, (13) represents them in monetary terms. Therefore, applying the
expressions in (10) we get the following relations:

/r" = exp(r1r")Xr" or /r = (l * Irr)Xr

Given that in the previous section the transport factor t, is defined as correspondine
to a coefficient (1 +1,") or a trade coefficient r," with a unit-importing good. I:
follows from (13) that

R

Eprtr, = py
r=l

This implies that pu is a unit price of the composite good including tansport costs
Intenegional trades'M," are given by

M =tX

In matrix form,

M = TlAx+cl

This corresponds to equation (8) in the case of Tr=Tc=T. We can see that the
behavioural model for the transport sector can be easily extended to include multi-
commodity and multi-destinations as well.

4. APPLICATION RESTTLTS OF TIIE SCGE MODEL

4.1 Various SCGE Models

The Multiregional Variable Input-Output model proposed by Liew and Lieu
(1984) may be one of the first examples of CGE modelling at regional level.

3 The entropy production function proposed by Miyagi (1994) also generates the logistic
type of the trade coeffrcient when it is applied to (9).
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However, their approach has several weaknesses, such as inconsistencies between

transport costs, activity levels in transport industries and final demand (Sasaki et al.,
i 987; Roson , 1992). Miyagi ( I 995, 1996) proposed a SCGE model, paying special
attention to the interactions between transportation, housing services and economic
activities. This model is able not only to predict the changes in economic demand for
freight and passenger transportation, and housing services, but also to measure the
benefits arising from such changes. The SCGE model is based on the SCGE model
developed by Miyagi and Honbu (1993) (called the MH model hereafter), which has

essentially the same structure as the world trade model (Shoven and Whalley,1984;
\\halley, 1985). Other SCGE models have been developed by Brocker (1992), Roson
and Vianelli (1993), Roson (1995) and Mizokami (1996). All of those models except
rcr Mizokami, adopt the Armington specification to realise multiregional cross-
rauling trade. Mizokami uses the logit type of trade model. Both the MH and
3rocker's models use nested CES functions (Sato, 1967) in a two-stage production
rrocess and utility function, and they both develop a similar computation procedure

:ased on the sequential Newton-Raphson method. Roson use a two-stage

'ubstitution mechanism: the first level includes domestic and imported goods within
:e same industy (modelled by a CES function) and the second level includes all of
:e inputs of each industrial production process (modelled by a CRESH function).
.-:ie Johanson method is used in the computation of equilibrium systems. All of the
::rdels assume that congested transportation systems do not affect the choice of final
::stination for the goods, either by the householder or the exporter/importer. This

'.sumption simplifies the overall model structure and allows us to build a sequential
.:rroach to SCGE with joint modal spliVtraffic assignment models.

\{iyagi (1996) propose a hierarchical stmcture where both interregional freight
::r passenger flows, being outputs of the SCGE model in the upper scheme, are

-sumed to effect changes in the share of transportation modes and the level of
:::eestion, hence their use in shipping routes. When we try to model the

::::dependency of SCGE and hansport congestion in a consistent way, variational
::::uality formulation is required. In that case a large amount of computation effort
: :evitable.

ri Testing the MH model

-:: essential assumptions of the MH model are:

Each firm located in a certain region uses labour and capital only from that

:egion. The model does not permit interregional labour migration or capital

:eallocation.
- \\'alras' law holds in each region.' \\'orkers move to high-wage firms within the region.

fhe technical merits of the SCGE model are that, unlike econometric models,
' ::es not require the collection of a large amount of data and it can be applied to
-::::'rs divided into arbitrary sizes. A collection of regions for which an input-
,: -i account is available is divided into several regions. Regional parameters for
,: : --.:ial production and household utilities can be identified by calibration
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:::::iques in order to deduce the benchmark equilibrium data for the region in
: -:rion. Parameters included in production, utility functions and trade coefficients
.:= x:termined by calibration techniques.

\li1'agi et al. (1996) applied the MH model to the Japanese interregional input-
- --ut tables consisting of nine major regions. The national figures were taken as the
:=:.:rmark equilibrium data. Each region in the study is large enough to make the

'.:rnrptions of the MH model a sensible proposition. In the study the original
- ' ::r -nine sectors are ag$egated into the following: L Primary, 2. Manufacturing,
. -- ,'nstruction, 4. Finance, 5. Energy-related Industries, 6. Comm etce, 'l . Services.

?arameters related to the elasticity of substitution used in CES production
'-::t:ons. CES utility functions and trade functions are quoted from the estimated
-', -.- of Ogawa et al. (1992} Our estimates were highly compatible with the data

:-:'. :led by the survey. Figures I and 2 show the comparisons between the estimated

.: : s:n'eved results in both regional production and industrial classification. All of
:- = :.-nelation coefFrcients show values of more than 0.99. To estimate intenegional
:-::3 i-io\\'s, it is necessary to deduce the relationship bet'ween transport make-up and

.- ::-esional travel-time (or distance).
\\-e first assumed that transport make-ups are proportional to interregional

-:. ':.-times; however, we later found that the assumption failed to capture actual
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interregional trade patterns. Figure 3 compares the estimated regional exports with
the surveyed ones and shows that in all regions the predictions underestimate actual
values.

The coefficient of determination between estimated and actual interregionai
trade was very low, 0.012. As a result of investigating the actual data on transpon
make-ups and travel-times, we discovered that hansport make-ups are almost flar
regardless of travel-times. In order to reflect this observation in the interregional
trade model, we finally adopted the following model with a new parameter aj

(14 
'

where i represents the sector and c,, denotes the travel time between regions r anc
s. gf, and ai are estimated by the usual regression analysis, although, gf" itself is

not used in estimation. Since gf, is related to price variables and calibratior:
parameters as shown in (1lb), it is determined during the equilibrium calculation
process. Further observation indicates that except for the primary, manufacturing anc
commercial sectors, almost 100% oftrade is carried out inta-region. Taking this fac
into consideration, we assigned a value of I for the intra-regional trade coefficien:
and zero otherwise, in the cases of the construction, finance, energy-related anc
service industries. The improved results are summarised in Table 5, where a

coefficient of determination corresponding to each term is calculated for each-

commodity by each region. A value in parenthesis for interregional trades indicates
the result when given values of intra-regional trades are included in the calculatior
of a coefficient of determination.

In contrast with the traditional belief that the CGE model cannot be used fo:
forecasting purposes, these results seem to indicate that the CGE model can be ar
effective tool for estimating multiregional trade flow. When measuring the effect.
of transport improvements, the following expression was used:

i i (o',c--'l-'\\
t,, = gnexpl -- 

r v/ 
I 3l 

I

\ "^ \','))

where cj, represents the interregional travel times after improvements.

Table 5. Estimation Results by the MH Model

i i I o11r-oy)f,,,=9rs"-o[ 
* ,l

Commodity Group Coeffrcient of Determination R'
Production

Intermediate Goods

Final Demands

Gross Value Added

Interregional Trades

0.994

0.989

0.991

0.992

0.780 (0.970)
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6. CONCLI]DING REMARKS

This paper draws three main conclusions. Firstly, it is shown that the two basic

approaches (the KM and the BN models) used to integrate the transport sector into

the general economic equilibrium model both produce equivalent input-output

relationships in spite of starting from different assumptions. The iceberg model,

rvhich is used in the KM model, is simple but, it does not include any information
on the behaviour of the transport sector. The BN model improves this point.

Secondly, the paper shows how to combine travel-times - one of the measures

of intenegional transportation costs - with CES functions describing the production

of the transport sector.
Thirdly, it is shown that the NIH model, one of the SCGE models, can predict

production and intenegional trade. However, in spite of good results achieved for
production and value-added, the goodness-of-fit measure for inter-regional trades has

not yet reached a satisfactory level. The major reason for this may be that the

gravity-type trade model is incapable of predicting intra-regional trade flows. To

Lmprove the goodness-of-fit measure of the fiade model, we need to segregate it into

r$'o parts; intra and inter-regional models.
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